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50 Î¼g to picogramsSTEP ONE: Write the value (and its unit) from the problem, then in order write: 1) a multiplication sign, 2)
a fraction bar, 3) an equals sign, and 4) the unit in the answer.. There will be a number and a unit in the numerator and the
denominator STEP TWO: Write the unit from the problem in the denominator of the conversion factor, like this:STEP THREE:
Write the unit expected in the answer in the numerator of the conversion factor.. Here's an example: 5280 feet / 1 mileBoth
5280 feet and 1 mile describe exactly the same distance.

If the unit goes from smaller (mm) to larger (km), then the numerical part goes from larger to smaller.. You have to be careful
when looking at the interplay between L, mL, cm 3 , and dm 3.. The key skill in solving these problems is to construct a
conversion factor This conversion factor will make the old unit go away (micrograms and km in the top two examples) and
create the new unit (pm and cm) in its place.. There will never be a correct case where number and unit both go larger or both
go smaller.. In essence, a conversion factor is equal to one This is because the numerator and the denominator both describe
exactly the same amount.

Here are all five steps for the second example, put into one image:Note that the old unit cancels, since it appears in the
numerator and denominator of two parts of a multiplication problem.. STEP FOUR: Examine the two prefixes in the conversion
factor In front of the LARGER one, put a one.. Here's a metric example: 1 kg / 1000 g1000 g and 1 kg both have exactly the
same amount of mass.. 35 10Â¯ 9 x 100 cm) x 100 cm x 100 cm3) Multiply it out to get cm 3 0.

You can go to another tutorial which discusses the second type It has to do with the fact that 1 mL equals 1 cm 3 and 1 L equals
1 dm 3.

50 Î¼g to picograms 2) Convert 0 080 cm to km The explanation below will focus on the first problem.. 80 L to dm 3 1 80 L
times (1 dm 3 / 1 L) = 1 80 dm 3Be careful with the next two problems..
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the metric prefixes names and symbols2) determine which of two prefixes represents a larger amount3) determine the
exponential "distance" between two prefixes4) significant figure rules5) scientific notationHere are two typical metric
conversion problems: 1) Convert 2.. There is second type of metic conversion, one that involves converting both the numerator
and the denominator.. For example, 1 kg is differently written from 1000 g, but they both describe the same amount of stuff..
Just below I discuss how to construct a conversion factor There is an important point about the numerator and the denominator
of the conversion factor.. 2) A common mistake is to put the one in front of the SMALLER unit This results in a wrong answer..
Put a gap between 3 and 4 All that looks like this:The fraction bar will have the conversion factor.. Access Speed for this file:
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